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FOUNDATIONS of MARKETING PRACTICE 
MKTG 3650.002 – Spring Semester, 2019 
MWF 11:00 to 11:50 

BLB Room 080 

Dr. David Strutton; Professor  

Ashleigh Allison, TA  

 
 

 

 

 

 

Office: 329K BLB  
Hours: 9:45 – 10:45 MWF & by appointment 
Phone: 565-3123; David.Strutton@unt.edu 

TA Email: ashleighallison2@my.unt.edu 

 

Required Resources: 

• Book 1: Strutton, David and Kenneth Thompson (2016), Marketing from Scratch: The Principles You Really 
Need to Know, 2nd ed. (Dubuque, IA: Kendall-Hunt).  ISBN 9781465298942. 
https://he.kendallhunt.com/strutton_thompson.  This book features an access code that grants students 
entry onto the publisher’s web page for this book.  Access to this site is required in order to complete 
assigned online Chapter Exams.  Access to this site thus is necessary to pass this course.  THIS IS BOOK 
1. Directions for purchasing this book are provided on CANVAS.  See the “Start Here” Module, top of the 
front page.  Or, of course, you can purchase a book at the UNT bookstore.  Access code is present on the 
book’s inside front cover.  Book 1.  

• Book 2: Strutton, David and Kenneth Thompson (2018) Marketing from Scratch: Just the Facts (Dubuque, 
IA: Kendall-Hunt) ISBN: 978-1-5249-4795-8 https://he.kendallhunt.com.  ISBN 9781524979065.  This book 
likewise features an access code grants students entry onto the publisher’s web page for the book.  Access 
to this site is required in order to complete assigned online Module Test – and the actual examinations 
themselves.  Access to this site thus is necessary to pass this course.  THIS IS BOOK 2.  Directions for 
purchasing this book are provided on CANVAS.  See the “Start Here” Module, top of the front page.  Or, of 
course, you can purchase a book at the UNT bookstore.  Access code is present on the book’s inside front 
cover.  Book 2.  

• UNT I-Clicker Classroom Presentation Tools.  Link to tool available on Canvas Platform for this course. 
(Required).  This is free.  The means by which students can access this free app are explained inside the 
Same “Start Here” Module on CANVAS, top of the front page.   

• Laptop Computer, tablet, or smart phone (smart phone not recommended; they often don’t work well 
with I-clicker).  (Required).   
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Dear Students:  

Dear Students:  

The following content explains what will really happen, and what really should happen, during this course.  
Likely more importantly, in your view, the following content explains the exact things you must do well and 
a timely fashion to succeed in this course.  

1. You must purchase two books.  Don’t worry, the price of both books together is lower than the price 
of one book in almost all other courses in the College of Business.   

2. You also must acquire access to UNT i-clicker technology for occasional use inside the classroom.  
Every time this technology is used you gain extra credit.  If you are not present, you do not gain any 
extra credit.  Directions for how to access i-clicker are provided inside the “Getting Started” on the 
CANVAS page for this course.   

3. You must complete ten online Chapter Examinations based on materials that you should have read 
and learned from Book 1 (see Book I explained on page 1).  The deadline for completion of these 
exams is always on a Friday evening at 11:59 PM (see the following table to determine exact dates).  
No extensions, except when extreme extenuating and verified circumstances arise, as the 
occasionally do.  You receive two attempts, two shots, to take these exams.  We average your scores 
and use the average score in calculating for final letter grades.   Each Chapter Exam is worth a 
possible 100 points or 1000 possible points in total.   

• Book 1 is comprised of Chapters. Hence, Chapter Examinations.   
• Access to the Chapter Examinations is provided through a code embedded inside the 

paper version of Book 1 or acquired as you purchase the e-version of Book 1. 

4. You must complete thirteen online Module Tests based on materials that you should have read and 
learned from Book 2 (see Book 2 explained on page 1).  The deadline for completion of these exams 
is always on a Friday evening at 11:59 (see the following table to determine exact dates).  No 
extensions, except when extreme extenuating and verified circumstances arise, as they occasionally 
do.   Each Module Test is worth 100 points, or a possible 1300 points in total.   Module Tests are 
timed.  Students have 50 minutes to complete each Module Test after the beginning the testing 
process.  Students receive one attempt when taking Module Tests.     

• Book 2 is comprised of Modules. Hence, Chapter Examinations.   
• Access to Module Tests is provided through a code embedded inside the paper version 

of Book 2 or acquired as you purchase the e-version of Book 2.  

5. You must complete an in-class Final Examination.  The Final Examination will test content taken from 
your reading or our discussion of eight Modules.  These identity of these Modules have not yet been 
determined.  But their identity will be discussed and agree-upon inside class during the week before 
finals week.  The Final Examination is worth 1000 points.  That’s a lot of points; enough to make or 
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break a semester.  A lot of points designed to keep students engaged, studying and attending class 
in a focused manner all semester long rather than just jumping online once a week to answer a few 
questions.   

There you are.  3300 points are available in the course – 1000 Chapter Exam Points, 1300 Module Test points 
and 1000 Final Exam points.  To earn an “A”, students must earn 90% and above of those points. To earn a 
“B”, students must earn 80% but less than 90% of 3300 points.  To earn a “C”, students must earn 70% but 
less than 80% of available points.  To earn a “D”, students must earn 60.0% but less than 70% of available 
points.  Slight curves may be added to the Final Exam score.  Note I wrote “may be;” whether “curves” 
happen depends on the mean test score that the entire class earns.   

Two extra credit opportunities are available in the course.  These are discussed below – see page 11.   

• Any earned extra credit points will be added to the total points earned on Chapter Examinations, 
Modules Tests, and Final Examination across the entire semester.   

You can complete any Chapter Examination or Module Test at any time you want during the semester before 
the deadline.  But you cannot complete any examination or text after the deadline to take either has passed.  
Deadlines will not be extended except under conditions where extreme, University-approved, and 
documented constraints have occurred; true disasters.   

Email me at any time when you questions, concerns, and want to have something explained. THE ONLY way 
to email me is through my UNT email address: David.Strutton@unt.edu.  I will ALWAYS respond within 24 
hours – except if you email on Saturday because I often take off Sundays.   

Students should routinely look for announcements posted on the CANVAS platform.  There probably will be 
oodles (lots) of messages posted during the first week; fewer but still substantial number of announcements 
posted during the weeks to come; and likely a bunch of messages again as our brief time together ends 
during May.   

You really, truly, absolutely, positively cannot allow yourself to fall behind during this course.  There are, 
after all, two assignments a week (one a test, the other an examination), beginning on Friday the 2nd week.  
You really, truly, absolutely, positively must purchase both books before or shortly after the first day of class 
in order to keep up.  You also must have the books available in order to gain access to the codes (one code 
per book). Codes that in turn give you access to the assignments.   

Welcome.  Good luck.  Thank you for taking my course.  My job is to help you learn what you need to know 
about marketing, so get in touch with me during the first hint of a problem.  But before you email me about 
some technical manner, read through this syllabus, several times if necessary.  You would be amazed how 
often the answers to your questions or concerns are contained inside this document.  And when you do 
email, follow the emailing directions explained in detail on pages 9 & 10.    

Again, thank you for taking this course with me.  Dr. David Strutton  
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TABLE 1. TOPICS, ASSIGNMENTS AND TESTS TIMELINES 

Class 
Days  Dates  

“Marketing Principles 
You Really Need to 

Know” – Book 1  
- Assigned Chapters  

“Just the [Marketing] 
Facts”– Book 2 -  

Assigned Modules  

 Due Dates –  
Book 1 Chapter Exams  
Book 2 Module Tests  
The Final Exam 

 
Week of 

January 14 
 

Chapter 1: Core Concepts  
and Principles  

Module 1: Marketing 
Fundamentals  

Major differences exist between 
Chapter EXAMS and Module 
TESTS.  Chapter Exams are 

associated with Book 1.  Module 
Tests are associated with Book 2.  

Students receive two attempts 
when completing Chapter Exams; 
the two grades are then averaged.  

Students receive one attempt when 
completing Module Exams.   

Chapter Exams are not timed.  
Module Exams are timed: 50 

minutes from when students begin.    

 Week of 
January 21 

Chapter 1: Core Concepts  
and Principles 

 
Yes, we cover the same broad topics 

for two consecutive weeks. 

Module 1: Marketing 
Fundamentals 

 
Yes, we cover the same broad 

topics for two consecutive weeks. 

Complete Chapter 1 Exam (from  
Book 1). 

Complete Module 1 Test (from book 
2).  

Exam and test each due by 11:59 PM 
on January 25th. 

 
Week of 

January 28 
 

 
Chapter 3: Developing and  
Executing Marketing Plans  

 
 
.  
 

Module 2: Strategic Planning  
 

Complete Chapter 3 Exam  
(Book 1).  

Complete Module 2 Test (book 2).  
Exam and test due by 11:59 PM on 

February 1st. 
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 Week of 
February 4  

 

. 

No Book 1 Assignment  

 

 
 
 

Module 3: Marketing Planning  
Module 4: the Marketing 

Environment  
 

Complete Module 3 Test (from book 2)   
Exam due by 11:59 PM; February 8th. 

 Week of 
February 11  

 
 

Chapter 6: Managing  
Marketing Information  

 
   
 

Module 5: Marketing Research 
 
 

Complete Chapter 6 Exam (book 1) by 
11:59 PM on February 15th. 

Complete Module 5 Test (from book 2) 
by 11:59 PM on February 15th. 

 Week of 
February 18  

Chapter 8: Understanding  
Business Buyer Behavior  

 
 

Module 6: Consumer Behavior 

Complete Chapter 8 Exam (book 1) by 
11:59 PM on February 22nd. 

Complete Module 6 Test (from book 2) 
by 11:59 PM on February 22nd. 

 Week of 
February 25  

No Book 1 Assignment  
 

Module 7: Segmentation, 
Targeting, Positioning   

Complete Module 7 Test (from book 2) 
by 11:59 PM on March 1st. 

 Week of 
March 4  

Chapter 5: Marketing Ethics and 
Corporate Social Responsibility  

 
Module 8: Marketing Ethics  

Complete Module 8 Test (from Book 
2) by 11:59 on March 7.  Note 

completion date due one day earlier 
than usual due to Spring Break. 

 
There is no Book 1 Exam  

  SPRING BREAK   

 Week of 
March 18  

Chapter 12: Brands and Brand 
Management  

 

Module 9:  
Products, Services, Brands and 

Product Life Cycles  
 
 

Complete Chapter 12 Exam (book 1) 
by 11:59 PM on March 22nd. 

Complete Module 9 Test (from book 2) 
by 11:59 PM on March 22nd. 

 
Week of  
April 1 

 

Chapter 11: Developing New 
Products, and Your Creativity  

Module 10:  
New Product Development  

 
Complete Module 10 Test (from Book 

2) by 11:59 PM on April 5th. 
 

There is no Book 1 Chapter Exam.   
 

 Week of  
April 8 

Chapter 14: Key Intermediaries: 
Wholesalers, Retailing and 

Facilitating Agents  
 

Module 11: Supply Chain 
Management  

Complete Chapter Exam (book 1) by 
11:59 PM on April 12th. 

Complete Module 11 Test (from book 
2) by 11:59 PM on April 12th. 

 

 Week of  
April 15  

 
Chapter 15: Pricing  

and Pricing Management  
 
 
 

Module 12:  
Pricing  

 
 

Complete Chapter 15 Exam (book 1) 
by 11:59 PM on April 19th. 

Complete Module 12 Test (from book 
2) by 11:59 PM on April 19th. 
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 Week of  
April 22 

Chapter 17: Advertising, Sales 
Promotion, Publicity, Public Relations, 

and Personal Selling  

Module 13:  
Marketing Communication  

Complete Chapter 17 Exam (book 1) 
by 11:59 PM on April 26th. 

Complete Module 13 Test (from book 
2) by 11:59 PM on April 26th. 

 Week of  
April 29 Finals review session  

The first thing done during this 
session is to determine, together, 

which modules the class wishes to 
be tested upon.  At least seven 
modules must be tested upon 

during the Final Exam  

Finals 
Week 

Test occurs 
Monday  
May 6 

Final held at 10:30 AM in regular 
classroom. Two hours in duration  

Required Final Exam – Tested on 
Eight Modules or Chapters  

(100 Questions)  

The Final Exam addresses 
materials from the “Just the Facts” 

text book and in-class lecture 
discussions. About 60% of the 

questions come from the book and 
40% from lecture notes. 

 
 

 

COURSE POLICIES & IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

Course objectives parallel those associated with most survey courses in which students obtain exposure to a core business 
discipline such as marketing.  Specifically, this course: 

  • Provides students with an understanding of the scope of Marketing and its role within in the firm and society. 

  • Provides students an understanding of the scope of the tasks, responsibilities and challenges that marketing 
managers face in today's complex and competitive global business environment. 

  • Provide students with a working knowledge of basic marketing terminology and concepts. Exams emphasize 
a basic understanding of the major terms and concepts to ensure that students understanding know the 
“language of marketing.” 

  • Introduces students to the “hows, whys & whats” of the marketing function as a basic and indispensable driver 
of all business success. 

• Introduces students to key marketing terms, principles, concepts and values. 

No excuses accepted for missing deadlines on any examination or EC opportunity. This is because all opportunities are open 
for long time periods of time and are being announced now [at the beginning of Spring Semester).  If you wait until the last 
minute to complete assignments, you often encounter technical problems resulting in lower or no grades.  Deadlines will not 
be reset. Please, please, please do not wait until the last day on which assignments are due to begin them.   

Specific grading opportunities follow. 

The Evaluation Process – Online Tests, Online Exams and an In-Class Final Examination  

1. Online Exams (Two Types: 2100 points in total).   

Classroom lectures and discussions primarily augment and supplement Book 2 material.  In most cases, presentations parallel 
information in Book 2 and offer my perspective on a given subject.  Final exam questions will be drawn from this material 
as well as Module materials themselves. The preceding sentence makes an important point.  Please read it again, for 
your own benefit.   
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The first type of online exam is called a Chapter Examination.  There are ten Chapter Examinations.  Each is worth 100 
points.  The dates by which these Chapter Examinations must be completed in shown the preceding table.  (1000 points) 

Chapter Exams are delivered online and are available via the website associated with Book 1.  Access to this website is via 
an access code provided with your copy of the text.  You must purchase a new book (BOOK 1) in order to acquire this 
code.  Again, see the exact schedule for these exams and tests and the deadlines by which each must be completed in the 
preceding table - no extensions on “dates due” will be given.  Whatever percentage of correct answers you end up with at 
the end of each assigned chapter’s exam (again, ten exams in all) will be totaled, and that percentage will multiplied against 
at possible 1000 points to determine how many Chapter Exam points you will earn at the end of the term.   

Students receive two shots at answering these questions.  The average of your two exam scores will be used to calculate 
grades.  Students must complete the full exam two times in order to have an average taken.   

2. The second type of online exam is called a Module Test.  There are 13 Module Tests.  Each is worth 100 points.  
The dates by which these Module Tests must be completed are shown in the preceding table.  (1300 points)  

Module Tests are delivered online and accessed via the website associated with Book 2.  Access to this website is via an 
access code provided with your copy of the text, as discussed.  You must purchase a new book (BOOK 2) in order to 
acquire this code, as discussed.  Again, see the exact schedule for these Module Tests exams and the deadlines by which 
each must be completed in the preceding table - no extensions on “dates due” will be given.  Whatever percentage of correct 
answers you end up with at the end of each assigned Module Test will be totaled, and that percentage will multiplied against 
a possible total of 1300 points to determine how many Module Test points you will earn at the end of the term.   

Students can only take Module Exams once.   

3. The In-Class Final Exam (1000 points) – the Final Exam will cover content taken from eight Modules or Chapters.  
We; i.e., the class and the Professor, will jointly determine the eight Modules or Chapters on which you would 
prefer to be tested during the last week of class.  You will have two hours to complete the final exam.   

Students have two working days after the results of their Chapter Exams or Module Tests have been posted to contact me 
for discussion purposes.  The deadline for contacting me after Final Exam grades are posted is four working days.   

During this Final Exam students will be tested on classroom lectures and discussions.  Classroom lectures and discussions 
generally augment and supplement Book 2 material.  In most cases, presentations parallel information in Book 2 and offer 
my perspective on a given subject.  Final exam questions will be drawn from this material as well as Module materials 
themselves. The preceding sentence makes an important point.  Please read it again, for your own benefit.  Some final 
exam questions will be drawn from previous Module Test questions.  Most final exam questions, however, will be drawn 
from classroom lectures and discussions.  Implying, of course: Attending class on-time, and staying to the end, represents 
a really great idea.  

3300 points are available in the course.  There are two extra credit opportunities available in the course.  
These are discussed below, see last pages.  To earn an “A”, students must earn 90% and above of those 
points. To earn a “B”, students must earn 80% but less than 90% of 3300 points.  To earn a “C”, students 
must earn 70% but less than 80% of available points.  To earn a “D”, students must earn 60.0% but less 
than 70% of available points.  Slight curves may be added to the Final Exam score.  Note I wrote may be.  
Whether or not “curves” happen depends on average or mean test scores earned by the entire class.  
(Yes, this exact information was repeated earlier.)  

• Any extra credit points earned will be added to the total points asyou earned on Chapter 
Examinations, Modules Tests and the Final Examination during the entire semester.   

    

Attendance 
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Attendance is mandatory and taken regularly through i-clicker.  How this is done will be explained with the first attendance 
check.  No excuses for missing classes will be accepted.  Students are counted as absent if they are late to class and miss the 
attendance check.  Naturally, students also miss, as in get wrong, the associated i-Clicker quiz question.  Students are counted 
as absent if they leave class early and miss attendance checks.  Again, they will miss any closing quiz questions that are 
given. Exceptions will not be made to this policy.  There will be ample extra credit opportunities to offset one or two missed 
attendance checks. Make sure you have i-Clicker loaded immediately upon entering the classroom to ensure you do not miss 
an attendance check administered at the beginning of class. Do not come to me before or after class claiming you were 
in class but i-Clicker failed to record your attendance.  How’s your professor to know whether you were present or not?  

Your takeaway: sign up with i-clicker, and be in your seat at the beginning and end of class to check in and answer the quiz 
each and every week.   

Again, make sure you have i-Clicker on-line immediately upon entering the classroom.  In addition, be sure and shut down all 
other applications that consume bandwidth.  The following are some factors to consider that can degrade Wi-Fi service and the 
quality of the Top Hat experience: 

1. Turn off any and all MiFi devices - these are small units which function as an access point to allow a few devices to 
connect to them for wifi service.  These use the cellular network as their backhaul to the Internet.  Many times, they use an odd 
channel which may cause interference to the UNT system and users located around them.  They can cause problems in a room 
such as the Lyceum due to the density of students and devices. 

2. Tethered phones - same as above where the phone can be set to act like an access point for a few devices.  This needs to be 
turned off while on campus. 

3. Sleep or power save mode - most phones and other devices have a setting to allow them to go to "sleep" or power down 
the Wi-Fi card within the phone to save battery life.  When running an application such as i-Clicker, communication must be 
kept running to the server during polling sessions.   

4. Other users - During class changes, there are a lot of devices being moved around campus.  During that time, the wireless 
system is trying to keep the connected users up and running by moving them from one access point to another.  Many people 
are logging out of the system while others are moving into the classroom and logging in.  During the first few minutes of a 
class starting, the Wi-Fi system is trying to juggle all this activity to get users connected to the system.  It then tries to balance 
the load on the access points to also help users get the most out of the system.  Once people are in place, the system starts to 
settle down.  Many times, there may be an abundance of users awaiting in the hallways for the next class session.  While 
technicians have tried to put into place enough coverage to accommodate class changes, these “other users” may be running 
video-type applications and, therefore, using a lot of bandwidth which could impact nearby access points, some of which may 
be in the classroom 

Communicating with Dr. Strutton or Ms. Alison; TA 

All email communications with me should be via regular email using the address shown above in this syllabus. You are also 
welcome to see me personally in my office. I try to be in my office during office hours and will answer phone calls when I am 
there.  However, I rarely check my voice mail.  Hence, my admonition earlier in the syllabus against leaving voice mail.  You 
are welcome to see me personally at any time that I am in my office (outside or during office hours) for a ‘face-to-face.’   

Again, all email communications with me or my TAs must be regular UNT email (see address above).  In CANVAS 
select “email to instructors” and then “all instructor users” (your only option).  This will result in your email being automatically 
addressed to all TAs and me.  Do not use Eagle Mail or any other email facility.   

All email communications should be treated as professional correspondence.  This is a fundamental course in the core 
business curriculum.  We are tasked with training business professionals.  Bear this in mind as you craft your communications.  
Remember that you are not emailing or texting a peer.   

The following email guidelines should be strictly followed: 

• Employ a subject line that clearly indicates the content of your email.  I should not see ‘RE:’ in the subject 
line unless you are responding to an email received from my TAs or me.  
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• The body of your email should begin with an appropriate salutation.  You may address me as ‘Dr. Strutton 
or ‘Professor Strutton.’  This may sound pretentious, but titles matter. I’m personally indifferent, but many 
professionals are offended when addressed by less than their formal title. Do not begin your salutation with 
‘Hi,’ ‘Hello,’ or ‘Hey.’  It is better to omit the salutation totally rather than employ one that is clearly 
inappropriate. 

• Pay close attention to spelling, punctuation, capitalization, and grammar. Do not employ email or “texting” 
abbreviations, or slang.  Recommendation: Compose your email in a word processor and paste the message 
into email.   

• Most word processing programs have good spelling and grammar checking capabilities.  AVOID 
COMPOSING EMAIL ON A SMART PHONE.  I do not expect your writing to be error free.  I certainly 
make my share of mistakes. However, you should do your best.  International students need to pay particular 
attention here.  My standards apply equally to all students. 

• The “tone” of your email should be professional.  Carefully proof your email before hitting “send.”  Ask 
yourself how you would interpret the tone and content of the email had you received it from someone else.   

Failure to follow these syllabus guidelines will result in your email returned unread with a note to “edit and resubmit.” 

Academic Misconduct 

All work performed in this class must be your own. Violation of this policy can result in a grade of ‘F’ for the course and 
notification of appropriate university officials for disciplinary action. Academic misconduct consists of, but is not limited to, 
the use of notes or other memory aids during tests or exams, obtaining/passing answers or other information from/to others 
during tests or exams, plagiarism, passing copies of tests or exams to others, and obtaining copies of tests or exams from others. 
Familiarize yourself with the University’s disciplinary rules and regulations available in the Student Guidebook and the Student 
Code of Conduct brochure. Both are available from information desk in the Administration building or the third floor of the 
Student Union. 

University & Departmental Policies on Grade Changes 

Any student who believes a grade has been improperly awarded should first contact the instructor who awarded the grade to 
discuss the issue and attempt to resolve the differences. Any instructor no longer associated with UNT at the time of the appeal 
will be represented in these proceedings by the chair of the department in question. A student not in residence the semester 
following the awarding of the grade or a resident student who is unable to resolve the differences with the instructor has 30 
days following the first day of the succeeding semester to file a written appeal with the chair of the instructor’s department, or 
the equivalent administrative unit. Refer to the Undergraduate Catalogue for further details. 

No grade except 'I ' may be removed from a student’s record once properly recorded. Changes are not permitted after grades 
have been filed except to correct documented clerical errors. 

Requests for error corrections must be initiated immediately after the close of the semester for which the grade was recorded. 

A faculty member who believes an error has been made in calculating or recording a grade may submit in person a request 
with a detailed justification for a grade change to the department chair and the appropriate dean. The Registrar accepts requests 
for grade changes only from the academic deans. 

University Policy on Awarding and Removal of Incomplete (I) 

The grade of I is a non-punitive grade given only during the last one-fourth of a semester. This grade can be awarded only if a 
student:  

  • Is passing the course; 

  • Has reasons beyond the control of the student why the work cannot be completed on schedule; and 

  • Arranges with the instructor to finish the course at a later date by completing specific requirements that the 
instructor must list on the grade sheet. 
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A student may remove a grade of I within one year by completing the stipulated work, paying a fee at the Bursar’s Office and 
returning the permit form to the instructor. Obtain the Student Request to Remove Grade of I from the departmental secretary. 
The instructor then files the permit form in the Registrar’s Office along with the grade, and the grade point average is adjusted 
accordingly. If a student does not complete the stipulated work within the time specified (not to exceed one year after taking 
the course), the instructor may change the grade of I to a grade that carries credit or assign a grade of F if appropriate. The 
GPA is adjusted accordingly. 

A student who could not complete final examinations because of illness may remove a grade of I without payment of the fee. 
The academic dean is authorized to waive the fee upon certification of illness signed by the attending physician. 

Departmental Policy on Informing Students of Final Grades  

Final grades will be posted via CANVAS’s grade book.  Please bear in mind that departmental staff are not allowed to give 
out grades. Do not call or stop by the department office to ask for your grade. Only I can release your grade. 

Americans with Disabilities Act  

The College of Business complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act in making reasonable accommodation for qualified 
students with disabilities. If you have an established disability as defined in the Act and would like to request accommodation, 
please see me as soon as possible. My office hours and office number are shown on the first page of this syllabus. Please note: 
University policy requires that students notify their instructor within the first week of class that an accommodation will be 
needed. Please do not hesitate to contract me now or in the future if you have a question or if I can be of assistance. 

Changes to Syllabus 

I reserve the right to make changes to this syllabus at any time.  Changes are disseminated verbally in class and / or via 
announcements in CANVAS.  There may not be a hard copy revision to this document.  It is your responsibility to stay on top 
of any changes, regardless of how the change is disseminated. 
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Extra Credit Opportunities:  
 
Two EC opportunities are available in this course.   
 

1) Research Participation (Percentage to be Determined)  
As part of your learning experience in this course, you are invited to participate in research studies conducted by faculty 
members of the Department of Marketing, Logistics and Operations Management. Participation in this research will give you 
extra credit. 
 
To fulfil the requirement, you must create an account on the College of Business SONA page—unt-cob.sona-systems.com—
which is a web application that allows you to browse available studies. Credit will be assigned based on the length of time the 
study takes to complete and whether you participate online or in the COB behavioral Lab (BLB 279): 

• Short online studies (5-15 minutes) earn 1 credit 
• Medium online studies (15-30 minutes) earn 2 credits 
• Long online studies (30-45 minutes) earn 3 credits 
• On-campus, lab studies (30-45 minutes) earn 5 credits 

 
You can earn a total of 10 SONA credits throughout the semester. All extra credit points earned will be added to your final 
points total at the end of the semester. I will announce how many points each SONA credit is worth shortly after the deadline 
for completing SONA extra credit has passed.  I am not playing games by not providing this information right.  Instead, I 
simply do not know how many points the SONA credit should be worth.  Their worth, generally-speaking, will be influenced 
by how well or poorly the class does on other assignments, and by how many people elect to complete SONA assignments.   
 
To sign up, please visit unt-cob.sona-systems.com. If you have questions, DO NOT contact your professor. Contact the 
behavioral lab manager by email at COB.REP@unt.edu. Your questions will be addressed promptly.  
 
Note: Access studies early and often to make sure you have first access to available studies. Once you sign up, the lab manager 
will update you periodically about new studies that have been posted.  
 

2) The second EC Opportunity relates to attendance.   

How will attendance Extra Credit work? Let’s say, you were present and accounted for during eight of these 10 
occasions.  This means, simply, you have earned 80% of available attendance extra credit points.  It pays to be in your 
seat at the beginning or end of class when attendance is taken.   

During the last week of class we will decide how much EC should be allocated toward attendance.   

 

 

https://unt-cob.sona-systems.com/
https://unt-cob.sona-systems.com/
mailto:COB.REP@unt.edu
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“It was a rookie error. After 10 years I should have known better, but I went to my office the day after 
final grades were posted. There was a tentative knock on the door. "Professor Wiesenfeld? I took your 
Physics 2121 class? I flunked it? I wonder if there's anything I can do to improve my grade?" I thought: "Why 
are you asking me? Isn't it too late to worry about it? Do you dislike making declarative statements?"  
After the student gave his tale of woe and left, the phone rang. "I got a D in your class. Is there any way you 
can change it to 'Incomplete'?" Then the e-mail assault began: "I'm shy about coming in to talk to you, but 
I'm not shy about asking for a better grade. Anyway, it's worth a try." The next day I had three phone 
messages from students asking me to call them. I didn't.  
Time was, when you received a grade, that was it. You might groan and moan, but you accepted it as the 
outcome of your efforts or lack thereof (and, yes, sometimes a tough grader). In the last few years, however, 
some students have developed a disgruntled consumer approach. If they don't like their grade, they go to 
the "return" counter to trade it in for something better.  
 

What alarms me is their indifference toward grades as an indication of personal effort 
and performance. Many, when pressed about why they think they deserve a better 
grade, admit they don't deserve one but would like one anyway. Having been raised on 
gold stars for effort and smiley faces for self-esteem, they've learned that they can get 
by without hard work and real talent if they can talk the professor into giving them a 
break. This attitude is beyond cynicism. There's a weird innocence to the assumption 
that one expects (even deserves) a better grade simply by begging for it. With that 
outlook, I guess I shouldn't be as flabbergasted as I was that 12 students asked me to 
change their grades after final grades were posted.  

Many 
students 

wheedle for a 
degree 

as if it were a 
freebie T shirt 

 
That's 10 percent of my class who let three months of midterms, quizzes and lab reports slide until long 
past remedy. My graduate student calls it hyperrational thinking: if effort and intelligence don't matter, 
why should deadlines? What matters is getting a better grade through an unearned bonus, the academic 
equivalent of a freebie T shirt or toaster giveaway. Rewards are disconnected from the quality of one's 
work. An act and its consequences are unrelated, random events. 
Their arguments for wheedling better grades often ignore academic performance. Perhaps they feel it's not 
relevant. "If my grade isn't raised to a D I'll lose my scholarship." "If you don't give me a C, I'll flunk out." 
One sincerely overwrought student pleaded, "If I don't pass, my life is over." This is tough stuff to deal with. 
Apparently, I'm responsible for someone's losing a scholarship, flunking out or deciding whether life has 
meaning. Perhaps these students see me as a commodities broker with something they want -- a grade. 
Though intrinsically worthless, grades, if properly manipulated, can be traded for what has value: a degree, 
which means a job, which means money. The one thing college actually offers -- a chance to learn -- is 
considered irrelevant, even less than worthless, because of the long hours and hard work required.  
In a society saturated with surface values, love of knowledge for its own sake does sound eccentric. The 
benefits of fame and wealth are more obvious. So is it right to blame students for reflecting the superficial 
values saturating our society?  
Yes, of course it's right. These guys had better take themselves seriously now, because our country will be 
forced to take them seriously later, when the stakes are much higher. They must recognize that their 
attitude is not only self-destructive but socially destructive. The erosion of quality control--giving 
appropriate grades for actual accomplishments--is a major concern in my department. One colleague noted 
that a physics major could obtain a degree without ever answering a written exam question completely. 
How? By pulling in enough partial credit and extra credit. And by getting breaks on grades.  
But what happens once she or he graduates and gets a job? That's when the misfortunes of eroding 
academic standards multiply. We lament that schoolchildren get "kicked upstairs" until they graduate from 
high school despite being illiterate and mathematically inept, but we seem unconcerned with college 
graduates whose less blatant deficiencies are far more harmful if their accreditation exceeds their 
qualifications.  
Most of my students are science and engineering majors. If they're good at getting partial credit but not at 
getting the answer right, then the new bridge breaks or the new drug doesn't work. One finds examples 
here in Atlanta. Last year a light tower in the Olympic Stadium collapsed, killing a worker. It collapsed 

It 
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because an engineer miscalculated how much weight it could hold. A new 12-story dormitory could develop 
dangerous cracks due to a foundation that's uneven by more than six inches. The error resulted from 
incorrect data being fed into a computer. I drive past that dorm daily on my way to work, wondering if a 
foundation crushed under kilotons of weight is repairable or if this structure will have to be demolished. 
Two 10,000-pound steel beams at the new natatorium collapsed in March, crashing into the student athletic 
complex. (Should we give partial credit since no one was hurt?) Those are real-world consequences of errors 
and lack of expertise.  
But the lesson is lost on the grade-grousing 5 percent. Say that you won't (not can't, but won't) change the 
grade they deserve to what they want, and they're frequently bewildered or angry. They don't think it's fair 
that they're judged according to their performance, not their desires or "potential." They don't think it's fair 
that they should jeopardize their scholarships or be in danger of flunking out simply because they could not 
or did not do their work. But it's more than fair; it's necessary to help preserve a minimum standard of 
quality that our society needs to maintain safety and integrity. I don't know if the 13th-hour students will 
learn that lesson, but I've learned mine. From now on, after final grades are posted, I'll lie low until the next 
quarter starts.” 
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